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• SUMMARY 

This report describes expenences of members of Sea Alarm Foundation 
during their involvement in the oiled wildlife response in the aftermath 
of the Prestige incident The Foundation's delegation was invited by local 
parties to assist in the organisation and optimisation of the response 
activities concerning oiled wildlife Sea Alarm's involvement was sup
ported by ITOPF and the ship owner's insurer (P&l Club) and the lOPC 
Fund After a short introduction to the incident, the oiled wildlife 
response in Galicia is descnbed Sea Alarm's own activities, and lessons 
learned, are presented in some detail 
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• THE PRESTIGE INCIDENT 

On 13 November 2002, the tanker 
Prestige in heavy seas suffered hull 
damage near the coast of Galicia 
(Spam) It was towed to open sea 
where a few days later, on 19 
November, the single hulled vessel 
broke in two and sank in water 
some 3 5 km deep, about 275 km 
west of Vigo 

Until It sank, the tanker could have 
lost as much as 20,000 tonnes of 
heavy fuel oil After sinking oil in 
amounts of ca 125 tonnes a day 
continued to leek through a series 
of holes Later the French submarine 
Nautile sealed most of the holes and 
leakage was reduced to ca 2 tonnes 
a day) 
When the tanker broke, spilling ten 

thousands tonness of oil into the 
seas off west Galicia, it was clear 
that bird and mammal populations 
were at nsk along hundreds of kilo
metres of coastline The Galician 
coast IS well known as a key site on 
the wintering migration routes of 
Atlantic seabirds Some important 
internationally protected bird reser
ves, including RAMSAR sites, are 
also located here In addition, Galicia 
contains an important population of 
Eurasian otters {Lutra lutra), and is 
an area where dolphins and marine 
turtles occur Within a few days of 
the incident, oil reached the coast 
and the first birds were washed 
ashore Local authorities and specia
list organisations became active to 
organise the necessary wildlife 
response activities and international 
groups were offering their services 

Galician coast covered in oil from the Prestige 



• BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE 
WILDUFE RESPONSE OPERATION 

In this section, the wildlife response 
operation, as perceived by the Sea 
Alarm delegates, is described. 

Responsibilities wildlife opera
tion and management 

The overall responsibility for the envi
ronmental response was with the 
Minister, the Conselleiro de Medio 
Ambiente de Xunta de Galicia, and 
through him the General Director of 
Wildlife Conservation. Overall coordi
nation was delegated to two sub-
directors based in Santiago de 
Compostela, while the day-to-day 
management of the operations was 
delegated to coordinators in the pro
vincial departments of La Coruha, 
Pontevedra and Lugo. 

Other organisations involved 

The number of organisations invol
ved in the operation was rather limi
ted and all fitted into the overall 
structure, under the Xunta. Spanish 
NGO's, including SEO Birdlife and 
Federations of Galician Environ
mental Groups were active in bird 
collection and worked with volun
teers. The Spanish WWF Adena 

advised the Xunta in the early days 
of the spill. The invited foreign orga
nisations included IFAW's Emer
gency Relief Team, Project Blue 
Sea/Ölvogelhilfe and Sea Alarm. A 
number of other international orga
nisations worked under the respecti
ve umbrellas of these organisations. 
IFAW's ER Team worked with the 
Xunta de Pontevedra and set up a 
washing and rehabilitation facility 
near to the city of Pontevedra (A 
Campiho). Project Blue Sea and 
Ölvogelhilfe established two first aid 
centres, in Vimianzo and Noia, 
which they ran professionally with 
local volunteers. Three experts from 
LPO and Nantes Veterinary School 
arrived on site and offered to assist 
under the established organisation 
structure. Sea Alarm's activities are 
described elsewhere in this report 

Evening transport of live stabiiised birds to 
Oleiros, loaded in Vimianzo. 
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Overview of response opera
tions 

Live birds 

All live oiled birds found in the pro
vince of A Coruiïa went through the 
holding centre in Sta Cruz/ Oleiros 
before being transported to the 
washing and rehabilitation centre in 
Pontevedra. In Vimianzo and Noia, 
foHA/ard holding centres were esta
blished where animals received first 
aid before delivery to Oleiros. Birds 
found on local beaches in 
Pontevedra Province went directly to 
the Xunta/IFAW centre in 
Pontevedra/A Campifto, or were 

given first aid in one of six field sta
tions. Apart from birds from Oleiros 
and local beaches, the Pontevedra 
station also received birds from 
Lugo Province and Portugal. In fact 
this was the destiny for all live oiled 
birds collected in Galicia (see map). 
All live birds arriving at Pontevedra 
entered a system of triage, only 
those considered in good enough 
condition were taken into the was
hing and rehabilitation procedures. 
Others were euthanised. The fate of 
birds in the washing and rehabilita
tion centre can be found in the sta
tistics kept by IFAW. All succesfully 
rehabilitated birds were released, 
mainly in Portugal. 

Holding facility 

^ First aid center 

Washing and rehab 
centre 

Transportation node 

Transport plan of live animals through Galicia. 



Dead birds 

The dead bird collection was organi
sed by SEO Birdlife, in cooperation 
with two international experts. Kees 
Camphuysen (NL) and Martin 
Heubeck (UK). Dead birds were col
lected by volunteers searching for 
live birds. Also beach cleaners 
(under supervision of the public 
works company Tragsa) separated 
the dead birds from the oil waste. 
Carcasses from all Galician beaches 
were transported to the holding 
centre in Oleiros, from where they 
were sent to the University of La 
Coruna for dissection. After dissec
tion, corpses were returned to 
Oleiros from where they were sent 
to an incineration plant. Dissection 
data were analysed by the University 
of La Coruna in cooperation with 
international experts. 

Other animals 

During the spill response, animals 
other than birds were collected. 
These included sea turtles, dolphins, 
a seal and otters. The University of La 
Coruna coordinated the further treat
ment of these animals. 
Concerning live animals, the 
University sent them to appropriate 
expertise centres elsewhere in Spain 
for necropsies. The same happened 

with live animals, which were sent to 
the renowned rehabilitation centres 
elsewhere in Spain or Portugal (seal). 

Impact analysis 

SEO Birdlife has analysed all collec
ted data and made an impact asses
sment of the Prestige spill on wildli
fe and habitats. Preliminary reports 
already have been published on the 
Internet (www.seo.orq). 

A dead oiled juvenile dolphin went through 
the Vimianzo first aid centre. 
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PRELIMINARY QUANTITATIVE 
DATA ON THE WILDLIFE 
RESPONSE 

Admissions and course of events 

The arrival of live and dead birds 
since the start of the incident is pre
sented in Figure 1. It shows several 
peaks, some of which can be explai
ned by distinct changes of circum
stances in the aftermath of the inci
dent. A small peak on 18 November 
waas most likely connected with the 
incident where the tanker first went 
into trouble close to the west coast 

of Galicia. The second peak (maxi
mum around 24 November) seems 
to be connected with the breaking 
of the Prestige, when most oil was 
spilled. The third peak, around 8 
December, coincided with a period 
of heavy storms (K. Stanzel, ITOPF, 
personal communication), after Sea 
Alarm had left Galicia. The birds arri
ving in the Xunta/IFAW centre during 
in that period showed signs of 
exhaustion and seemed to be storm 
casualties with secondary oiling 
(Barbara Callahan, IFAW, personal 
communication). The cause of the 
fourth and fifth peaks (ca. 7 & 29 
January) is unknown to the authors. 

Totales diarios de aves recogidas 
3 so-

dead individuals 
live individuals 
trend line dead individuals 
trend line live individuals |— 

Figure 1 : Daily admissions of live and dead birds between 16 November and mid March 
2003 (copied from www.seo.org). Further explanation in the text. 

http://www.seo.org


Table 1 presents the total live and dead birds admitted to the various wildlife 
centres in three provinces of Galicia. 

Tablel: Data concerning Galicia (source: www.seo.org) 

Province 

Pontevedra 

A Corufia 

Lugo 

Total 

Between 

16.11-14.02 

16.11-16.02 

16.11-14.02 

Live birds 

491 

1512 
284 

2287 

Dead birds 

700 

5476 

1123 

8697 

Total 

840 

6988 

1407 

10984 

All live birds were eventually transported to the Xunta/IFAW centre in 
Pontevedra for treatment. This included triage, pre-wash care, washing, reha
bilitation and release. Over 260 birds have been released from this centre (see 
Table 2). 

Table 2: Statistics centre Xunta/IFAW centre in Pontevedra (as of end 
March 2003, B. Callahan, personal communication) 

Total intake: 

Died: 

Euthanised: 

Released: 

Still in care: 

1565 

638 

543 

263 

121 

http://www.seo.org


• SEA ALARM'S RESPONSE 
ACTIVITIES 

Sea Alarm's oil spill services and 
objectives 

Since its establishment, Sea Alarm 
has been active in developing: 

— International networks of (oiled) 
wildlife rehabilitation expertise in 
Europe and the world. 

— Means of cooperation with 
those responsible for the wider 
oil spill response, oil transporta
tion industry, insurer companies 
and the oil producers. 

— Contacts with relevant gover
nment departments and non 
governmental organisations. 
Innovative projects to identify 
centres of expertise and increase 
the preparedness in Europe for 
oiled wildlife incidents. 

— Projects to increase information 
exchange and communication 
between wildlife rehabilitators 
and bridge the gap between 
rehabilitators and other respon-
ders including industry and 
governmental agencies. 

— International cooperation to pro
fessionalise oiled wildlife respon
se activities. 

These activities have created a large 
potential of services that through 
Sea Alarm could be offered in 
Europe. 

The objective of Sea Alarm in oil spill 
incidents is to organise assistance in 
order to help local parties to: 

— Establish an effective, efficient 
and reasonable oiled wildlife 
response, 

— Find the appropriate expert solu
tions to any problems that par
ties could run into, and 

— Assess day-to-day developments 
in the actual spill and plan for 
different scenarios. 

An evening meeting of involved organisa
tions at ttie Xunta office in La Coruna to 
discuss a proposed Action Plan. 

Ü 



The Prestige involvement 

Start and preparation 

« 
Sea Alarm's response activities star
ted Monday 18 November 2002 
after contact with ITOPF who had 

•> already identified a potentially large 
problem with wildlife On behalf of 
the P&l Clubs and the lOPC Fund, 
ITOPF accepted Sea Alarm's propo
sal to become active in the spill, and 
if necessary assist local parties in 
ensuring an efficient oiled wildlife 
response The costs of Sea Alarm's 
involvement were covered by the 
P&l Club 
Between the initial request and the 
Sea Alarm staff 's arrival in Galicia 
(23 November), four days were 
spent determining the seriousness 
of the situation, which organisations 
and authorities were involved, what 
had been set up, if they needed any 
assistance and what expertise would 
be required At the same time, key 
experts in Sea Alarm's network were 

t informed and updated on the situ
ation and were asked to standby in 
case required 

Invitation 

The formal invitation to become 
involved came from both WWF 

The temporary holding centre with a capa
city upto 1000 birds was set up in Oleiros, 
using Portocabins 

Adena and SEO Birdlife on 22 
November They asked for assistance 
in the 18 coastal centres set up in the 
municipalities along the Galician 
coast These were focal points where 
local volunteers could receive equip
ment to search and catch live birds, 
and where live birds could be given 
first aid before transport to one of the 
washing and rehabilitation centres 

Sea Alarm asked RSPCA, the Dutch 
and the Belgian networks to make 
preparations to send experts to 
Galicia In consultation with ITOPF it 
was agreed on 22 November that 
Sea Alarm should travel to Spam 
first to check the facilities and pre
pare for the first wave of six experts 
from the UK, Netherlands and 
Belgium Flights were booked and 
on 23 November, Hugo Nijkamp 
and Jim Conroy flew to La Coruha 

IB 



After arrival 

On the evening of their arrival, 
Messers Nijkamp and Conroy liased 
with Kathi Stanzel and Tosh Moller 
(ITOPF) and were briefed about the 
situation on site. They also met with 
Antonio Sandeval and Carlotta 
Viada of SEO Birdlife, and with 
Janine Bahr (Olvogelhilfe Germany) 
and Sacha Regmann (Project Blue 
Sea, Germany). The next morning a 
meeting took place with Esiquiel 
Navio of WWF Adena. 

Work on site 

These briefings initiated a period 
during which Sea Alarm's delegation 
gradually became more and more 
involved in processes that took place 
in what was perceived as the com
mand structure for the wildlife opera
tion, led by the regional government, 
the Xunta de Galicia. The involve
ment had several different aspects; 

Structure and efficiency of the 
response organisation 

— Formalisation of response opera
tion 

— Advice on response strategy 

— Improve the visibility of overall 
coordination 

— Exchange of information 
between parties involved 

— Offering expertise and making it 
available 

— Trouble shooting and problem 
solving 

— Discussions on follow-up 

Structure and efficiency of the 
response organisation 

In order to assess the efficiency of the 
response organisation, the delegation 
had to determine how the response 
operation was set up, who was in 
charge and examine the practicalities 
of the various operations. This took 
some days of meetings with various 
actors and trips into the field. 
Gradually, actors and geographical 
details of the different operations 
were identified and their efficiency 
assessed. Maps that Sea Alarm made 
were copied by parties and used for 
planning and information exchange. 

A meeting in the SEO Birdlife crisis centre in 
La Coruna. From left to right: Gerard 
Jacubovitcz, Tim Thomas, Carles Carboneras, 



Formalisation of response operation 

At the behest of ITOPF, Sea Alarm assis
ted the Xunta to write an operational 
plan for the wildlife response opera
tion This reflected the current respon
se structure, recommendations for 
optimisation and a description of the 
different scenarios that could be expec
ted in the further developments of the 
incident Sea Alarm drafted the basic 
plan and discussed it with both the 
Xunta and ITOPF The Foundation pre
sented the Plan at a meeting organised 
by the Conselleria (the Xunta's Ministry 
of Environment), where it was accep
ted by the expert organisations invol
ved in the Wildlife operation Together 
the Xunta and Sea Alarm finalised the 
Operational Plan Sea Alarm then assis
ted the Xunta in presenting the Plan to 
representatives of the lOPC Fund 
Convention visiting the Ministry 

Advice on response strategy 

As part of the Operational Plan, Sea 
Alarm developed response strategies as 
preparation for three possible scenarios, 
I e a further worsening of the situation 
(major impact scenario), a continuation 
of the present situation (optimisation 
scenario), and the end phase of the inci
dent (phase out scenario) The Xunta 
implemented the strategy for the major 
impact scenario immediately after the 
document was finalised 
Basic approaches for the phase out 

strategy were discussed with diffe
rent parties dunng the second Sea 
Alarm mission These were meant to 
activate the key persons' thinking 
about what to do once the numbers 
of birds found along the coasts of 
Galicia dropped significantly 

Visibility of daily coordination 

The political structure within the Xunta 
had an established command structu
re that was very difficult to understand 
especially to those outside the gover
nment organisation As long as the 
wildlife problem was concentrated 
along the coasts of a single province 
(as was the case in the beginning of 
the incident, when the Province of A 
Corufia yielded most oiled animals), 
this worked well In the second part of 
the incident, when oiled animals mere 
asingly were found in the Province of 
Pontevedra, the overall coordination 
became less and less visible and viable 
In the beginning. Sea Alarm Foun
dation worked hard to get the wildlife 
response groups represented in the 
command centre in La Coruiïa Initially, 
It tried to persuade SEO Birdlife to set 
up such a centre in their temporary 
Terra Nova office At the same time 
ITOPF tried to arrange office space in 
the Tower, from where the overall 
response was coordinated Meanwhile, 
the Sea Alarm delegation monitored 
the situation at all field stations from 
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day to day and shared information with 
key actors. During the missions, Sea 
Alarm coordinated between autono
mously operating organisations and 
units and was available as an interme
diate to solve any rising problem. 

Janine Bahr (Ölvogelhilfe) in the first aid 
centre in Vimianzo 

Exchange of information 

By keeping close contacts with all 
parties involved on a day-to-day basis, 
Sea Alarm was able to exchange 
information between them. Because 
of its daily contacts with ITOPF (bre
akfast meetings and telephone dis
cussions) the Foundation could 
inform other parties about the results 
from aerial inspections, weather fore
casts and other relevant information 
from the Tower. This information 
function was important because par
ties in the wildlife operation had 
relied mainly on newspapers for their 
information. At the same time. Sea 

Alarm was able to keep representati
ves of ITOPF updated on progress wit
hin the wildlife operation, who in 
turn were in regular contact with the 
P&l Club and lOPC Fund. 

Offering expertise and mal<ing it 

available 

The Sea Alarm delegation was conti
nuously in contact with Board 
Members and expert groups within its 
own international network. This enab
led the delegation to help parties in 
Galicia solve specific problems and 
give expert advice. This was especially 
important in the beginning of Sea 
Alarm's involvement, when several 
parties were seeking expert approval 
for their work or strategic set-up. In 
the specific case of Oleiros, where 
Xunta had decided to build a relatively 
large centre, the veterinarian team in 
charge of the centre requested expert 
advice. To this end. Sea Alarm arran
ged that the Xunta invite Tim Thomas 
(RSPCA) to come and assist. Tim 
Thomas joined the Sea Alarm delega
tion and visited Oleiros and other bird 
care centres in the operation. 
On an almost day to day basis. Sea 
Alarm kept contact with a partner in 
Portugal (Zoomarine) in order to 
monitor the situation in Portugese 
waters, where oil was perceived as a 
continuous threat, and exchange 
relevant information. 
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Sea Alarm's internal organisa
tion 

Staff involved 

The services offered to the Xunta, 
other responsible parties in Galicia 
and ITOPF were supplied by Sea 
Alarm's Director and members of its 
Board, in particular Jim Conroy and 
Tim Thomas, who helped on site 
The Belgium Society for the 
Protection of Birds was generously 
offered to send Gerard Jacubovitcz, 
to assist Sea Alarm's staff for a week 
on site (see Appendix) 

Press 

Sea Alarm kept low profile dunng its 
two missions Information given in a 
few interviews for radio and news
papers (only in Netherlands and 
Belgium) was factual 

EU contacts 

The Civil Protection and Environ
mental Emergency Unit of the 
European Commission was infor
med about Sea Alarm's involvement 
in the response to the incident 

Emmanuel Risi (Vet school Nantes), a Spanish volunteer and Tanja Regmann (Project Blue 
Sea) in Vimianzo 



• LESSONS LEARNED 

Some basic provisions must be in place 
in order to make the wildlife response 
operation successful, including 

— An explicit organisation structu
re, known to all parties 

Scenario planning as a basis for a 
reasonable approach 

— Accurate exchange of factual 
information between relevant 
parties 

— Daily contacts help optimising 
collaboration between parties 
and help to avoid or resolve any 
conflict 

— Quick access to expert informa
tion and expertise elsewhere in 
Europe and the world 

— Direct and regular information 
exchange with ITOPF and overall 
coordination centre (e g on 
weather forecasts, results from 
overflights, etc) 

These aspects are more normally part 
of the role that a wildlife response 
group would play within a command 
centre, but in Galicia such a command 
centre did not exist and those in char
ge had to be made aware of the 
importance of the integration of wild
life issues within the overall response 
effort, unfortunately with little success 

For some penod of time, there was 
a belief amongst most involved 
foreign parties that the coordinator 
of the overall operation was located 
in La Coruha In the beginning of 
the incident, when this province was 
most senously hit by the spill, this 
was true But in the second half of 
the response, when the problems 
gradually were shifted to the coasts 
of Pontevedra, the coordination role 
was taken by the Conselleria in 
Santiago This confused many 

The operation worked quite well 
even without the presence of an 
identified crisis centre or overall 
coordinator The reason was that 
the involved parties were profes
sionally organised in their opera
tions and were able to work auto
nomously on their specific tasks 
However, this had a few drawbacks 

— External organisations involved 
did not know to whom they had 
to turn when they ran into a cer
tain problem Regularly Sea 
Alarm was asked to assist becau
se It was the only foreign party 
with all the direct necessary con
tacts in the Xunta system 

— Every centre which treated birds 
kept Its own records of animals 
entering and leaving Centrally, 
however, these data were not 
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collected on a daily basis. No 
single centre knew about the 
overall situation and no-one was 
apparently available to make 
preliminary analysis of these 
data, efficiency or problem iden
tification. 

— There was no forecast informa
tion available to any single sta
tion about how the oil problem 
developed at sea, apart from the 
newspapers. In other words, no 
direct link to reliable expert infor
mation in the Tower existed. The 
information from the newspa
pers (large oil slicks at sea) often 
contradicted the expert's obser
vations from overflights (small 
scattered patches). 

— Although Xunta officers in charge 
may have developed their own 
strategies, their decisions were 
not prepared nor shared with par
ties involved, and in some cases 
they could not be anticipated for. 
This was the cause of some 
misunderstandings, irritation and 
a few conflicts. 

The spill was dealt with by officers 
who operated within a rather com
plex government system in which 
each province had a degree of auto
nomy They dealt with the wildlife 
response next to their normal work, 
which also continued. Nobody was 

identified with the sole role of co
ordinating all aspects of the respon
se in the whole region of Galicia. 
Instead, each provincial department 
of Xunta could act quite autono
mously Because the unusual situ
ation of the oil spill did not change 
the usual organisation structure, 
rivalry and competition between the 
different Xunta departments see
med to prevent optimal cooperation 
and data sharing. 

In the case of complex sharing of 
governmental responsibilities, there 
is a clear need for pre-spill contin
gency planning in which a clear chain 
of command is described that tem
porally replaces the normal situation. 

A Guillemot is washed in the A Campiino 
rehabilisation centre. 
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• CONCLUSION AND FOLLOW-UP ned so as to be more readily availa
ble at a next incident, which hope
fully never happens 

The Prestige incident was an oppor
tunity to demonstrate what an 
organisation like Sea Alarm has to 
offer under these circumstances 
Together with its partners, the 
Foundation will further develop 
these services based on lessons lear-

Sea Alarm will stay in touch with all 
parties and be available to assist any 
future development towards a lar
ger preparedness in Galicia and 
other regions in Europe 

Jay Holkomb (IFAW ER team) caring for the outside pools 
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• APPENDIX 

Sea Alarm's team 

Mission 1 23 Nov - 5 Dec 
Hugo Nijkamp (Director Sea Alarm Foundation) 
Jim Conroy (Vice Chairman Sea Alarm Foundation) 
Gerard Jacubovitcz (Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, Belgium) 
Tim Thomas (Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty against Animals, UK) 

Mission 2 11 - 14 Dec 
Hugo Nijkamp (Director Sea Alarm Foundation) 

A press conference by the Galician Minister of Environment in Santiago de Compostela 
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